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Immunohistochemical Detection Using the New Rabbit
Monoclonal Antibody SP1 of Estrogen Receptor in Breast
Cancer Is Superior to Mouse Monoclonal Antibody IDS in
Predicting Survival
Maggie C. U Cheang, Diana O. Tl'ea/Ja, Caroline H. Speers, Ivo A. Olivotto, Chris D. Bajdik, Stephen K. Chia,
Lyl1l1 C. Goldsteil1, Karel1 A. Gelman, David Huntsman, C. Blake Gilks, Torstel1 O. Nielsell, and Allen M. Gown

Purpose
Estrogen receptor (ER) expression predicts improved breast cancer-specific survival and reduced
risk of recurrence and is targeted in breast cancer therapy_ A high-quality antibody to identify
ER-positive patients plays an important role in clinical decision making for women with breast
cancer. This study evaluates immunohistochemistry using two anti-ER antibodies, a new rabbit
monoclonal antibody (SP1) and the mouse monoclonal antibody (105), in relation to biochemical
ER assay results and clinical data on survival and adjuvant systemic therapy_

Patients and Methods
A population-based tissue microarray series of 4,150 invasive breast cancers was constructed. All
patients had staging, pathology, treatment, and follow-up information. The median follow-up was
12.4 years and the median age at diagnosis 60 years_ Survival analysis and log-rank tests were
used to evaluate the prognostic value of ER status and correlations with clinical data.

Results
Among the 4,105 samples interpretable for both antibodies, SPl detected ER positivity in 69.5%
and 105 in 63.1 % of cases. Both monoclonal antibodies are demonstrated to be good prognostic
indictors for breast cancer-specific and relapse-free survival. In multivariate analysis, including
age, tumor size, grade, and Iymphovascular and nodal status, SP1 was a better independent
prognostic factor than 105. Among patients with discrepant ER results, the 8% of patients who
were SP1 positive/1 05 negative showed good outcomes, and the 2 % SP1-negative/l05 positive
had poor outcomes_ Maintaining the same 92% specificity and 98% positive predictive value, SP1
is 8% more sensitive than 105 using biochemical assay as gold standard.

Conclusion
SPl repres~ntsan improved standard for ER immunohistochemistry assessment in breast cancer.
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Estrogen receptor (ER) may be the best example of a

tumor biomarker with an assay that drives therapeutic

decision making. H In the 1990s, immlillohistochem
ical (IHC) evaluation ofERlargelysupplanted dextran

coated chm-coal (DCC) ligm1d-binding assay because it

is more economical m1d yields concurrent histopatho

logic correlation. Several anti-ER antibodies are used

clinically; two mouse monoclonals (6Fll and IDS)

have been compared in clinical studies and were shown

to have similar sensitivities.5
.
6 Studies have also com

pared IDS with a new rabbit monoclonal, SPl,7,8

which has eight-fold higher affinity.8 Om preliminary

studies fOlilld that SPl is more sensitive than ID5 for

detecting ER expression in breast cancer, in both a
duplicate-redw1dancy 431-sample TMA, and in 121
whole sections ofclinical materials from multiple insti
tutions9 (Tables Al and Al, online only). We present
the first population-based series comparing the IHC
detection ofER by m1tibodies IDS andSPl, and results
from DCC in patients with long-term clinical follow
up, to investigate the prognostic values of these assays
in breast cancer.

Study Population
The study cohort is 4, ISO female patients with newly

diagnosed, invasive breast cancer in British Colwnbia,
whose tumor specimens were tested by a central (ER)
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Abbreviation: ER, estrogen receptor.

SP1 105

No. of
% Patients %

1,520 36.6
409 9.9

1$0 34.2
775 18.7

16 .0.'6'
4,150 100

Table 1. Frequencies of ER Antibodies SPI and 105 Immunostaining
Expression in 4.150 Breast Cancer Patient Samples

Neg,niv~ < U'o}

1%-25%

"25%-75o/~

> 75%

Uninter retablll/rriissTng core
Total

Our previous study found that to detect ER expression, SPI is more

sensitive than IDS on both whole sections (5.3% absolute increased

sensitivity) and TMAs (6.6%), and suggested that SP1 is the better

prognostic marker for breast cancer survival (Tables Al and Al). In

this study we assessed the value ofSPI on a population-based series of

4,150 invasive breast cancers; 48% ofpatients had tumor ~ 2 em, 51%

had grade 3 tumor, and 44% had positive nodal status (Table A3).

Among the 1,838 patients undergoing lumpectomy, 91% received

radiation, whereas 29% ofthe 2,241 patients undergoing mastectomy

received radiation. Forty-one percent ofpatients received no AST and

33% received tamoxifen-only AST.

Comparison of ER Expression by SP1 and 1D5 With
DeC and Clinicopathologic Characteristics

Table 1 summarizes the IHC staining results for SP1 and IDS on

TMAs. Figures IA to lC are from the same tumor sample that was

negative for ER by IDS but strongly positive by SP I. This sample had

an ER concentration of48 frnollmg by DCC. Figures ID to IF are from

another tumor sample, which was moderately positive by IDS but

strongly positive by SP1 (ER concentration, 174 fmollmg).

The number of interpretable samples for the two irnrnUl10stains

is slightly different due to occasional core dropout from TMAs during

sectioning and staining. Overall, 69.5% of smnples were positive by

SPI versus 63.1 % positive by IDS. In absolute terms, the SPI antibody

had 11% more strong 3 + stains than IDS, and IDS had 6.4% more

negative stains than SPI. There is a strong positive correlation between

the two antibodies (Kendall's T-b, 0.790; P < 1.0 X 10- 17
).

Among clinical tumor samples, 3,884 smnples were originally
tested by DCC assay and categorized into four groupSIO.ll: negative

(::0; 1 ful0Ilmg), low (2 to 9 fmol/mg), moderate (10 to 159 fmol/mg),

and high (~ 160frnol/mg). Frequencies were 2.9% (1 II of 3,884),

17.5% (678 of 3,884),41.1% (1,596 of 3,884), and 38.6% (1,499 of

3,884), respectively. Values ofDCC ~ 10.0 frnoltmg were considered

als were used to test proportional hazard assumptions. 2s
K

26 statistics and
Kendall's T_b27 tests were used to measure agreement between the two ER
immlUlostains and DCC assay, and correlation of ER status to pathologic
variables. Differences involving pathologic factors were compared using
Pearson's X28 and Mann-Whitney U29 for categoric and continuous vari
ables, respectively. All statistical tests were two-s.ided and P < .05 was
considered significant.

laboratory at Vancouver Hospital between 1986 and 1992. The DCC protocol
is as published LO

-
12 and reproduced on our web site (v-Iww.gpec.ubc.calindex

.php?content=papers/ERphp). Median follow-up was 12.4 years and age at
diagnosis 60 years. All patients had been referred to the British CollUnbia
Cancer Agency ,md have staging, pathology, treatment, and follow-up infor
mation. 13

•
14 During the study era, 75% of breast cancer patients in the prov

ince were referred; nonreterred patients were generally elderly or treated by
mastectomy without indications for adjuvant therapy. 15

Abstracted clinical information includes age; histology; grade; tumor
size; nmnber of involved axillary nodes; lymphatic or vascular invasion (LVI);
ER status by the DCC method I'; type of local and initial adjuvant ~l'stemic

therapy (AST); and dates of diagnosis, first local, regional, or distant recur
rence, and death. A subset of these patients was included in a recent
population-based study validating the prognostic model ADjUVANT!16 Ta
ble A3 (online only) summarizes cohort characteristics. The study was ap
proved by the Clinical Research Ethics Board of the University of Btitish
Columbia and BC Cancer Agency.

Tissue Microarrays and IHC
The Vancouver Hospital ER laboratory retained single archival blocl<s

from each patient. This material had been frozen before neutral buftered
formalin fixation. Slides from these blocks stained with hematoxylin and eosin
were reviewed by two pad1010gists to identify areas of invasive breast carci
noma Tissue microarrays (TMAs) were constructed as described l7

.
1R (details

reproduced at www.gpec.ubc.ca/index:.php?content=papers/ER.php).Using
one core per patient, 17 TMA blocks were required. Thin sections (4 !Lm) were
immunostained using DakoCytomation EnVision and System-HRP (Dako
Corporation, Carpinteria, CA) in a two-step technique. Slides were deparaf
finized with xylene and rehydrated through th ree alcohol changes. Endoge
nous peroxidase activity was quenched by incubating 5 minutes with 0.03%
hydrogen peroxide/sodium azide. Slides were then incubated widl one of1:\"0
primary anti-ERantibodies, IDS (1:100; Dako Corp, Carpinteria, CA) or SPI
(1:250; LabVision, Fremont, CA), followed by the peroxida'ie-labeled poly
mer, in a Iris-HCI buffer containing stabilizing protein and an antimicrobial
agent, using sequential 3D-minute incubations. Staining was completed by a
lO-minute incubation \vith 3,3' -diaminobenzidine plus substrate-d1romogen.
Primary antibody was omitted in negative controls. E'cternal positive controls
were slides from breast cancers with previously documented ER ex'Pression. A
previous study using a duplicate-redundancy 43I-case T/v1A demonstrated
96% agreement between duplicate cores, for both IDS and SPI 9 (Tables Al
andA2).

Stained TMA slides were digitally scanned and linked to a relational
database,19 and are available for review (https:llwww.gpecimage.ubc.ca/tma/
web/viewer.php; username, ersp 11 D5; password, er4150).

ER Scoring System
TMAs were scored visually by two pathologists (D.T., A.M.G.) for per

centage of tumor cell nuclear positivity, and scored as negative « 1%);
positive, 1+ (1% to 25%): positive, 2+ (25% to 75%); or positive, 3+
(> 75%). For most analyses, !HC scores are dichotomized at :2: 1 = ER
positive.20 Pathologists were blinded to clinical outcomes.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS softwareversion 13.0 (SPSS

Inc, Chicago, IL) and R 2.1.1 (www.r-project.org). In univariate analyses,
Overall survival (OS), breast cancer-specific survival (BCSS), and relapse-free
survival (RFS) were estimated using Kaplan-Meie?1 curves, and survival dif
ferences determined by log-rank. tests.22

•
23 A trend test was used when three or

more ordered groups were compa.red. For BCSS, survival time was censored at
death ifthe cause was not breast cancer, or ifthe patient was still alive at the end
of the study. Si.x patients with unknown cause of death were excluded from
BCSS analysis. For RFS, survival tinle was also censored at death if the cause
was not breast cancer or the patient was alive widlOut relapse at the end of the
study. For OS, survival time was censored if the patient was still alive at the end
of the study.

Cox proportional hazards22
•
24 models were used to calculate adjusted

hazard ratios (HRs) accounting for covariates. Hypothesis testing was per
formed using Wald's statistic. Smoothed plots ofweigl1ted Schoenfeld residu-
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Comparison of ER IHC Methods in Breast Cancer

Fig 1. IA to Cl Patient 953, an infiltrating
ductal carcinoma: (AI hematoxylin and eo
sin (H and E) histology; (81 tumor cells
completely negative for expression of es
trogen receptor (ER) using 105 monoclo
nal antibody; IC) 3+ immunostaining for
ER expression using SP1 monoclonal anti
body. (0 to F) Patient 963, an infiltrating
ductal carcinoma: (01 Hand E histology; (E)
2+ moderate immunostaining by 105; IF)
3+ immunostaining for ER using SP1.

positive (the clinical cut point).ll,12 ER status by SPI (K, 0.654; sensi
tivity, 86%; specificity, 92%; P< 1.0 X 10- 17

) agreed better with Dee
than did ID5 (K, 0.536; sensitivity, 78%; specificity, 92%; P < 1.0 X
10- 17

; Table 2).

Table 2. Comparison of ER Status as Detected by SP1 and 105
ImmunohistochelTlistry. Using DCC as the Gold Standard

A total of 4,105 samples were interpretable for both antibodies.
SPI stained 8% more positive samples that otherwise were negative by
ID5 (Table 3). For these 337 discrepant samples, 92% were DeC
positive (median concentration, 67.0 fmol/mg). Among the 77
discrepant cases identified as negative by SPI but positive by ID5, 65%

NOTE. SP1 identifies reclassIfies 8.2% (337 of 4,105) positive of patient
samples that would have been considered negative by 105, and 1.9% 177 of
4,105) negative of patient samples considered positive by 105.

Table 3. Frequencies of SP1 and 105 Discrepancies Among Patient
Samples Interpretable for Both SP1 and 105 Antibodies

337~ -r,5'1B-:
2,515 2,592

2852 4105

ER Concenlration Detecled
by DCC (fmoVmg)

ER Slatus Result < 10 2: 10 Predictive Value

Detected by"SP1 'SP1 negative 716 445 Negative, 620/.
SP1 positive 64 2,628 Positive, 98%

SpecificitY, SensitivitY;
92% 86%

•Detected by 105 105 negative 718 687 Negative, 51%
105 positive 64 2392 Positive, 97%

SpecificitY, SensitivitY,
92% 78%

Abbreviations: ER, estrogen receptor; DCC, dextran-eoated charcoal.

105 n ~Negatrve - - 1 ft

Positive

Tot~1

SP1

Negative

1,116 

77

l,f.?3_

Positive Total
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were DCC positive (median concentration, 34.0 fmollmg). The
SPl-positiveIlD5-negative discordant samples had significantly
higher ER concentrations by DCC (P = .021) and significantly
lower tumor grades (P = .022) than the SPl-negative/lD5-positive
discordant samples; there was no significant difference in twnor
size (P = .110). Among the SPl-negativeIlD5-negative group,
64% were DCC negative; among the SPI-positive/lD5-positive
group, 98% were DCC positive.

SPI-positive, IDS-positive, and DCC-positive status all correlate
with older age at diagnosis (Kendall's 'T-b, 0.149 [P < 1.0 X 10- 17

],

0.173 [P < 1.0 X 10-17
], and 0.165 [P < 1.0 X 10- 17

], respectively),
but correlate inversely with grade (Kendall's 'T-b, -0.241 [P = 9.96 X

10-60
], -0.196 [P = 1.88 X 10-38

], and -0.282 [P = 3.25 X 10-86
])

and tumor size (Kendall's 'T-b, -0.107 [P = 4.56 X 10- 12
], -0.083

[P = 7.42 X 10-8
], and -0.108 [P = 1.2 X 10- 11 J).

Prognostic Values of SP7-, 705-, and
DCC-Positive Expression

To assess the prognostic value ofER in a general population, we
ex.amined SPl, IDS, and DCC in the entire cohort. Both inununo
stains and DCC identified ER-positive patients as having an improved
BCSS. DCC assay demonstrates the most significant and strongest
linear trend for expression: the higher expression, the better BCSS (Fig
2A [SPl], P = 4.78 X 10-13

; Fig 2B [IDS], P = 1.65 X 10-7
; and Fig

2C [DCC], P = 6.08 X 10- 16
). A similarly significant trend is ob

served for RFS (SPl, P = 3.98 X 10-8
; IDS, P = 3.71 X 10-6

; and
DCC, P = 9.25 X 10- 14

) but not OS (SPl,P = .132; ID5,P = .511;
and DCC, P = .154). The 5- and lO-year survival probabilities of
binarized ER status from Kaplan and Meier analyses are listed in Table
A4 (online only). The increased survival for ER-positive patients starts
to attenuate after 5 years. The same phenomenon is seen with all three
detection methods.

AST for this cohort was prescribed according to guidelines based
on age, tumor size, LVI, nodal status, and DCC-determined ERlevel. 16

High risk was defined as node positive, or if node negative, the pres
ence of LVI or tumor more than 2 em and ER negative (DCC < 10
fmolimg). Patients deemed low risk at the time ofdiagnosis were not
given any AST; they had a better outcome (lO-year BCSS, 82%; 95%
cr, 80% to 84%) than patients receiving AST such as the tamoxifen
group (lO-year BCSS 69%; 95% cr, 66% to 71 %; P = 8.'1 X 10-21

).

'l1lerefore, survival analyses based on ER status were done separately
in these two subgroups.

For the pure prognostic subset of patients receiving no AST,
SP I-positive status was associated with 14% absolute increased BCSS
(P = 5.0 X 10-8

) at 10 years, IDS-positive status was associated with
9% (P = 2.2 X 10-4

), and DCC-positive status was associated with
19% (P = 2.3 X 10- 12

; Table A4). For RFS, SPI-positive and DCC
positive status were increased significantly by 6% (P = .002) and 13%
(P = 5.1 X 10-7) at 10 years. IDS-positive status showed 3% in
creased 10-year RFS (P = .06).

Among 1,377 patients receiving tamoxifen as tlleir only AST,
only 84 were ER negative by DCC. SPl, IDS, and DCC all identified
ER-positive patients as having better outcomes than ER-negative pa
tients. The absolute increased lO-year BCSS for SPI-, ID5-, and DCC
positive status are 14% (P = 4.7 X 10-6),10% (P = 1.5 X 10-4

), and
24%(P= 3.3 X 10-7

); the increased 10-year RFSforSPl-, ID5-, and
DCC-positive status are 10% (P = 1.7 X 10-4

), 7% (P = .001),
and 18% (P = 3.9 X 10-5

), respectively (Table A4).

Concordant and Discordant Cases Between
SP7 and 705

As expected, patients with SPIllD5 double-positive status have
better BCSS (HR, 0.667; 95% Cl, 0.592 to 0.753) compared with
patients \ovith SPlIlD5 double-negative status (P = 5.00 X lO-Jl;
Fig 3). The SPI-positive/ID5-negative group has a HR of 0.647
(95% cr, 0.423 to 0.989; P = .044) compared with the SPI-negative/
IDS-positive group. ImportcUltly, there are no significant survival
differences between the SPI-positive/ IDS-positive and SPI-positive!
IDS-negative patients (P = .408). The SPl-negative/lD5-positive
group does not have significantly different survival from the SPl
negative/IDS-negative group (HR, 0.93; 95% CI, 0.63 to 1.36;
P = .698) but seems inferior to the SPI-positive group (HR, 1.45;
95% CI, 0.99 t02.11; P = .055). In relapse-free survival analysis, the
SPl-negative/ID5-positive patients have a similar hazard com·
pared with the SPI-negative/lD5-negative group, with a HR of
0.972 (95% cr, 0.683 to 1.38), whereas SPI-positive!lD5-negative
patients have relapse-free hazard similar to that of SPI-positive/
lOS-positive patients (HR, 1.07; 95% cr, 0.885 to 1.28; (Fig AI,
online only). The same pattern in BCSS and RFS is seen in both tlle
subsets of patients not treated with AST or those treated only with
tamoxifen (data not shown). These results also support that SPI
antibody is a better prognostic marker than the commonly used ER
antibody IDS.

Multivariate Analysis
Smoothed, rescaled Schoenfeld residuals plots were used to test

proportional hazards asswnptions. All covariates followed propor
tional hazards, except ER status, which varied slightly during tlle long
period offollow-up. The hazard rate ofbreast cancer death and relapse
is different in the first 5 years, consistent witll data reported by Hess et
al.30 Table AS summarizes the adjusted HRs of ER-positive status
detected by the two inm1Unostains and DCC; the reported values were
determined from Cox regression models including age, tumor size,
grade, LVI, and nodal status as covariates for BCSS and RFS (Table
AS). The results show that SPI, IDS, and DCC all work efficiently as
independent prognostic factors for BCSS and RFS in a general popu
lation after adjusting for the listed clinicopathologic prognosticators.
However, SPl, IDS, or DCC did not remain significant among tlle
low-risk patients receiving no AST.

For patients receiving tamoxifen as their only AST, SP 1, 1D5, and
DCC each retained significance when added individually to a model
including the s,une clinical paranleters listed above as covariates. The
BCSS HRs for SPI-positive, IDS-positive, and DCC-positive status
were 0.636 (95% CI, 0.499 to 0.811; P = 2.55 X 10-4),0.697 (95% cr,
0.559 to 0.870; P = 1.37 X 10-3

), and 0.649 (95% CI, 0.450 to 0.935;
P = 2.03 X 10-2

), respectively. The RFS HRs for SPI-positive, 1D5
positive, and DCC-positive status were 0.683 (95% CI, 0.540 to 0.864;
P = 1.45 X 10-3),0.744 (95% CI, 0.601 to 0.921; P = 6.59 X 10-3),

and 0.709 (95% CI, 0.491 to 1.03; P = .068), respectively. To test which
detection method was more significantly associated witll prognosis, a
Cox regression model witll age, tlunor size, grade, LVI, and nodal
status was fitted witll each of SPI, 1D5, and DCC. SPI was the most
significant prognostic factor anlOng the three ER detection metllOds,
both in BCSS (HR, 0.664; 95% Cl, 0.517 to 0.852; P = 1.27 X 10-3

)

and RFS (HR, 0.699; 95% Cl, 0.550 to 0.888; P = 3.40 X 10-3
) in this

subgroup. The HRs of the clinicopathologic covariates are listed in
Tables 4 and 5.
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I) = 1,270
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n = 1,255
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n:::. Tl

SPt ...,I1D5
n ~ 33"1

Log-rank test for linear trend (P= 4.78 x 10-13) Log-rank P = 9.9 X 10- 11

Fig 2. Breast cancer-specific survival (BeSS) for (A) SP1. (B) 105. and (e)
dextran charcoal ligand-binding assays. The 1D-year BeSSs are labeled accord
ingly. The linear trend across semiquantitative factor levels for survival differ
ences was tested by log-rank. ER, estrogen receptor.

C 1.0

201510

Total Follow-Up (years)

SP1+/105+ 10-ye.r BCSS: 76% 195% CI, 75 to 78)
SPI-/105- 10-ye.r BCSS: 65% 195% CI, 62to 671
SP1+/1 05- IO-ve.r BCSS: 78% 195% CI, 73 to 821
SP1-/105+ IQ-ve.r BCSS: 66% 195% CI, 54 to 76)

o

Using population-based TMAs ofmore than 4,000 patients with long
term follow-up, tllis study not only validates the prognostic value of
ER immunostaining in breast carcinomas with and without adjuvant
tamoxifen, but also demonstrates the superiority of the SPI rabbit
monoclonal antibody to the standard lDs mouse monoclonal, both
in agreement with DCC assay and in correlation with outcome. ER is
a well-established determinant ofsurvival and correlate of other clin
icopathologic variables.31 Accordingly, the vast majority ofour analy
ses are confirmatory validations rather than tests ofhypotheses, and a
Bonferroni correction would be inappropriate.

Because of reduced cost, shorter turnaround time, morphologic
correlation, and ease of specimen handling, lHC testing for ER has
largely replaced DCC assays32; so high-quality antibodies play an im
portant role in clinical decision making. Developed against an
N-terminal epitope of ER-alpha, the mouse monoclonal antibody
IDS is currently in wide use. 20 Another mouse monoclonal, 6FU, has
similar sensitivity.33.34 Previous studies using limited nwnbers of pa
tients without outcome data suggested superior clinical sensitivity of
the recently developed rabbit monoclonal antibody SPI, recognizing
the ER-alpha C-terminal portion.?

We show that SPI is superior to IDS in identifying ER-positive
patients who have a good prognosis, in the whole cohort (representing
a British Columbia population), in patients receiving no AST (a pure
prognostic group), and in patients receiving only tamoxifen AST. Our
data suggest that IDS fails to identify some ER-positive patients who
would benefit from adjuvant tamoxifen, thus potentially denying a
well-tolerated, efficacious treatment to approximately 6% of breast
ca.ncer patients.

SPI more closely approximates the prognostic value of
Dee assay than does IDS. This suggests that!HC using SPI is a
better substitute for the previous gold standard in a clinical

Fig 3. Breast cancer-specific survival (BeSS) of SP1 and 1D5 concordant and
discordant cases (total, n = 4,128). The 1o-year BeSS estimates are labeled
accordingly. The SP1-negativel1 D5-positive group has a worse BeSS survival
compared with the expected outcome from the rest of ER-positive patients.

20

20
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15

15

10
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5 10 15

Total Follow-Up (years)
IO-ye.r BCSS 54% (95% CI, 44 to 631
10-ye.r BCSS 62% (95% CI, 58 to 651
10-ye.r BCSS 72% (95% CI, 7010 751
10-ye.r BCSS 79% (95% CI, 77 to 811

Log-rank test for linear trend (P= 6.08 x 10-16)

Log-rank test for linear trend (P= 1.65 x 10-7)

~~=~~~==~1:D=5i+~(~25~O~'O-75%):;;t n·= 1,418

105-{<'1%) -;-> 11=.. b

n '" 1.520 105, (1%-25%) Q!:
n =408

ER 51 fmoVrng
ER 2-9 fmoVmg
ER 10-159 fmoVmg
ER ~ 160 fmoVmg

Total Follow-Up (years)
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Table. 4. Cox Proportional Hazard Regression Analysis to Test the Best ER
Detection Methods (SP1, 105, and DCC) on Patients Receiving Tamoxifen

Only as Their AST: BCSS

Table 5. Cox Proportional Hazard Regression Analysis to Test the Best ER
Detection Methods (SP1, 105, and DCC) on Patients Receiving Tamoxifen

Only As Their AST: RFS

BCSS (n = 1,150) RFS (n = 1,104)

Cha racteristic HR 95% CI p Characteristic HR 95% CI P

NOTE. Age at diagnosis, grade, tumor size. LVI, and nodal status were
included as covariates. Patient samples with missing values in any of the
covariates or ER status were excluded in the analysis, Hazard estimates were
not computed for the insignificant test variables.
Abbreviations: ER, estrogen receptor; DCC, dextran-coated charcoal; AST,

adjuvant systemic therapy; BCSS, breast cancer-specific survival; HR, ad
justed hazard ratio; LVI, Iyrnphovascular invasion,
'In a model including SP1, 105, and DCC, SP1 is selected as the most

significant contributor to BCSS (1 D5, P = ,267; DCC, P = .372). In a model
including 105 as the only ER measure, lD5-positive HR, 0.699 (0.557 to
0.877). P = 1.93 x 10-3 . In a model including DCC as the only ER measure,
DCC-positive HR, 0.648 (0.450 to 0,934). P = .0200,

NOTE, Age at diagnosis, grade, tumor size, LVI, and nodal status were
included as covariates, Patient samples with missing values in any of the
covariates or ER status were excluded in the analysis, Hazard estimates were
not computed for the insigniticant test variables.
Abbreviations: ER, estrogen receptor; DCC, dextran-coated charcoal; AST,

adjuvant systemic therapy; RFS, relapse-tree survival; HR, adjusted hazard
ratio; LVI, Iymphovascular invasion; BCSS, breast cancer-specific survival.
'In a model inclUding SP1, 105. and DCC, SP1 is selected as the most

significant contributor to BCSS 1105, P ~555; DCC, P = .577). In a model
including 105 as the only ER measure, 1D5-positive HR, 0.754 (0,606-0.9391,
P = ,0116. In a model including DCC as the only ER measure, DCC-positive
HR, 0.709 (0490-1.031, P = .0675.

3.40 X 10-30550 to 08880,6991.27 X 10-30.517 to 08520.664
ER status' by SP1

Positive v negative

diagnostic setting, Although IHC assays in general can suffer
from interlaboratory variability, ER IHC has been shown to be
robust and reproducible,35

In this study, ER expression correlates with substantially greater
improvements in disease-specific and relapse-free survival an10ng
tamoxifen-treated patients than among patients receiving no AST. In
the latter group, although ER-positive patients (detected by any
method) had better survival probabilities, their survival advantage
slowly decreased and eventually crossed at 18 years (Table A4 ,mel Fig
A2, online only). This suggests some ER-positive patients have slow
growing but high-risk tumors not related to tamoxifen resistance.

Quantitative DCC results showed the best positive linear trend
for better survival, and DCC is better than semiquantitative visuallHC
to identitY the dose effect of ER on outcome. Quantitative image
analysis may be necessary for IHC techniques to match DCC assay in
this regard.32,35.36

Because of the exceptionally large study size, TMAs were con
structed ofsingle cores, Previous data from our laboratory found 96%
agreement between duplicate cores for SPI and for IDS inlll1uno
stains9 (Table AI), The almost five-fold difference in the numbers of
SPl-positivell DS-negative versus SP 1-negative/1D5-positive discor
dant results in the current larger study argues strongly that the SP 1
positive/1DS-negative patients (illustrated in Fig 1) do not merely
represent false-negative IDS results, Because the applicability of these

results to whole tissue sections might be questioned, we performed
studies comparing SPI and IDS in an unselected multi-institutional
series of121 wholc-section9 breast cancer specimens, and the absolute
ER positivity rate was still 5,3% higher for SPI compared with IDS.

This study also tested the two antibodies on a single-institution,
43 I-patient, formalin-fixed breast cancer TMA independent of the
one presented here; as might be expected, the absolute rates of ER
positivity were found to be higher in whole sections than in tissue
microarrays (SPI, 83.5% [whole section] v79.3% [TMA]; IDS, 78.2%
[whole section] v 72.7% [TMA]; Table AI), but importantly, the
relative increase in sensitivity of SPI versus IDS was maintained in
both whole sections (5.3%) and the TMA format (6.6%), and agrees
with the results presented here on 4,150 patients (6.4%). Although it is
difficult to compare absolute rates because the contributing patient
populations were different, in this 4, ISO-patient series, both antibod
ies did show lower absolute rates ofpositivity, which might reflect the
fact that the source tissues (as per DCC protocol) were frozen before
fixation, The fact that DCC assay was positive in 36% of the tumors,
which were negative by both 1DS and SPI IHC, supports loss of ER
immunoreactivity in tissues frozen before fixation.

We provide evidence that the new rabbit monoclonal antibody
SP I represents an improved standard for IHC ER assessment in breast
cancer. Recent studies have made accurate assessment of ER status
even more critical, given its implications for predicting response to
systemic t11erapies.37
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